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This invention relates to wire and cable con 
nectors and more particularly to a new and. use 
ful disconnector blade terminal, having special 
utility in electrical installations, two of which 
terminals are employed to make a complete con 
nector. 
Wire and cable connector terminals, particu 

larly for electrical wiring connections, of the 
pivotal blade disengageable type and of dupli 
cate or twin construction, have been suggested 
before with varying degrees of success. The 
present-day pivotal blade species of detachable 
connector (sometimes referred to as a discon 
nector) lacks adequate contact‘ engaging area 
to make a good electrical connection and likewise 
lacks adequate holding or latching means by 
which to secure the two terminals together to 
also make a good mechanical connection. I 
A purpose of this invention is to produce a new 

pivotal blade type of duplicate or twin-terminal 
wire connector having a quick connect and dis 
connect function for a variety of wiring installa 
tions (such as wire splicing, panel and terminal 
block installations, and binding post connections 
and the like) Which has maximum contacting 
area for a given size terminal, as well‘as positive 
latching engagement, and which is simple and 
convenient to connect and disconnect in any 
operation where it is desired to make an electrical 
wiring connection. ‘ 

A further purpose is to produce a twin blade 
disconnector having a'dual' function comprising 
an independent electrical connection embodying 
a spring-loaded contact means which expands 
and remains expanded to exert an undiminished 
and sustained contacting pressure in combination 
with a contractile or spring-loaded latching 
means which also expands while engaging but 
thereafter contracts and thus diminishes its" 
pressure to exert a holding force and establish 
a good mechanical connection. 
Concerning the next above dual function pur 

pose, the invention goes further and includes'a 
pair of such spring-loaded contacts and also a 
pair of such" latching means, by reason of one 
each thereof on each of the two terminals joined 
together to make a complete connector, thus pro 
viding quadruple engaging means in this new 
connector. 
This description and the accompanying draw 

ings explain the invention and indicate further 
purposes thereof, present it in a manner pre 
ferred at this time, and demonstrate the fea 
tures thereof in order to disclose the scope and 
principle of the invention, thus suggesting 
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2 
further examples of construction which may de 
velop out of the teachings herein or which may 
occur to others who wish to avail themselves of 
the bene?ts of the invention, and also aid in 
understanding the problems sought to be solved. 
The drawings illustrate the invention adapted 

to what is generally known as an electrical splice 
connector, that is, the joining of two wire ends 
together but is of course adaptable for use in 
connection with the manufacture of other types 
of wire connectors for the variety of wiring in 
stallations heretofore mentioned. 

Fig. 1 comprises a group of ?ve views illus 
trating this new disconnect terminal of the twin 
blade or shank type, ‘two of which constitute a 
complete connector when assembled, as shown 
in the other ?gures of the drawing. 
The central view in the group of Fig. 1 is a 

front side elevation'placed in a position more 
particularly to show its inner (right) end in per 
spective, adjacent to which is an elevation of said 
inner end, and at the left there is shown an outer 
end elevation of a' conventional wire receiving 
sleeve. 
a top edge elevation ‘or plan view; and below 
there is shown a bottom edge plan view. Hence, 
the rear or reverseside is not shown in Fig. 1, but' 
it does appear iriFigs.v 2, 3~and 4, as will be ex 
plained. ' '_ I ‘ 

Figs. 2Yand‘ '3 show‘ action-views in aid of 
demonstrating‘ the sequence of "a characteristic 
movement‘ of v‘two of the twin 'blade terminals‘ 
into electrically connecting and mechanical hold; 
ing engagement.’ ‘ r 

‘ Thus, Fig. 2 shows two identical terminals ?rst 
placed together (by holding one in each hand) 
in angular relation preliminary to pivoting them - 
into ?nal position; and Fig. 3 advances the ‘pivot 
al movement to a position where a novel cam 
ming action starts the two terminals sliding by 
a compound motion (pivotal and longitudinal) 
upon each other under pressure toward ?nal 
straight-line position‘. -- - 

Also Figs. 2 and 3 show to best advantage the 
rear or reverse side of the terminal, that is, the 
right-hand terminal in these two views has its 
rear side turned forward; , ‘ ‘ 

Fig. 4 shows the two terminals in ?nal straight 
line position with the dual connection in action, 
comprising the electrical and mechanical con 
nections augumented by virtue of two electrical 
contacts and two mechanical joints,‘ cooperating 
with each‘ other, to make the quadruple joint 
earlier mentioned. ‘ 

Fig. 5 is a section on‘ the'line 5-5 showing an 

Above Y the central view there is shown’ 
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edge view of a friction hook mounted in spaced 
resilient relation on the front side of the shank 
and a cam follower plate mounted rigidly on the 
surface of the rear side of said shank. 
FigsfG and 7 are cross sections, respectively, 

on the lines 6-6 and ‘l-—1 showing twin clasping 
hooks, having twin latching detent means, which 
apply a ‘double mechanical latching connection 
on the two terminals when in their ?nally con 
nected position of Fig. 4. 

Fig. 8 is a cross section along the line 8-8. 
As a matter of fact, Figs. 5 and 3 may well beread 
together, the ?rst (Fig. 5) through one terminal 
and the second (Fig. 8) through the two termi 
nals when engaged to make a complete connector. 
Referring further to the drawings, it is pointed ' 

out that the connector terminal comprises a 
blade-like or straight rectangular piece of good 
electrical conducting ?at bar-stock, of‘ nominal 
hardness or tempered metal, in the form of a 
body-‘or shank 2; A wire holding socket, such 
as ~-a. barrel orsleeve '3, isshown as made sepa 
rately (in this ‘example of the invention‘) and 
mounted on the outer end of the shank 2 to 
receive a wire or" cable More particular-151,. 
the electrical conductor iW illustrated is of the 
insulated typeiand secured in the sleeve 3. The 
wire=;,receivi-ng sleeve 3 may be made integrally 
with‘ the shank '2, by rolling up the shank stock, 
which is a known practice. In any vcase, the 
sleeve :3‘ is ‘sufficiently, ductile as to be compressed 
onto the wire W to'rnake a good solderless joint 
or:;otherwise ‘connected therewith in any con 
ventional manner. _ a ' 

:For the’ purpose of 
of mounting the wire receiving sleeve 3 on the 
shank 2 is adopted from the Thomas, Jr. Patent 
2,275,163 showing "a known form vo-f electrical 
connectorgtmanufactured and; sold to the trade 
under :the registered trade-mark “Sta-Kon,” 
which patent is ‘in the name ofthe same assignee 
assherein. __ Reference now is made to that ‘patent 
for 1a~further description of one .vv-satisfactory 
method ofiestablishing a solderless ‘connection 
betweengthe wire‘W- and shank 2, mytconnector 
herein ‘beingi-new other particulars, as will be‘ 
seen fromthe; present description and drawings 
orbyactual use of the connector. 
A clasping hook 4 is carried on the inner end 

of~the body or- shankiZ ‘of the terminal. Inthis - 
example of vtheinvention,-»the clasping ‘hook 4v 
is vshownas-being integrally formed; at its inner 
orr-top pql‘tion, with the upper edge vof the shank 
2, by folding down a portion of the flat blank 
of. the shankj-to ‘position the clasping hook in 
spaced parallel relation with the ?at vsurface of 
said shank. Thus the loweredge or outer por 
tionof-the .clasping hook- 4 is resiliently free 
where it provides an entry-to the open space left 
between it and the shank 2. . 
According to the, foregoing, the resilient clasp 

ing- hook 4 is also of [?at ‘formation. The _inter-. 
vening space between this hook and the shank 
2 is made about equal eto,~'.or. more particularly 
slightly less than, the thickness of the shank in " 
order to receive under springv pressure the shank 
of another duplicate connector ‘into said space. 
It-Vis observed that this clasping hook 2, 4 pro 
vides an expansible .hook opening entry, at the 
bottom edge of the shank, leading up into the 
resilienthook. ~- - 

. f-I‘he clasping hook'll is made with a concentric 
camming edge 5 onr-its outer :side edge, that is, 
away from its inner (right) end. ‘The cam 5 
curves downwardly from the iupper edgerof the 

illustration, the method 
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4 
shank and forwardly toward the inner end of the 
terminal. In effect, the cam 5 is of segmental 
form and, as will be further explained, is adapted 
to coact with another cam carried by the shank 
of a twin terminal adapted to be received into 
the resilient clasping pressure hook 2, 4 to tension 
and spring load it. 
A detent or latching boss 6 is provided at the 

inner vend of the terminal 2 and, in this example, 
shown as being indented or extruded inwardly 
from the outer surface of the resilient clasping 
hook .4. This latching or detent boss 6 may be 
formed about centrally 0f the area of the clasp 

"ing hook 4. Preferably, the boss is concentrically 
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~ disposed with respect to the segmental cam 5, 
' as ‘shown in the drawings, and it extends into 
theexpansihleepace between the resilient clasp 
ing hook 4 and shank 2. It is the detent boss 
G'Indsed into the shank receiving space of the 
clasping hook 2, 4 which performs one of the 
characteristic, functions of this connector, ' as 
hereinafter explained. ;_Since the boss .6 is car-. 
ried on the‘ resilient=clasping hook '4, it yields or 
gives under pressure and ‘follows the tensionecl 

,i‘ movement of said claspi-ng hQOk relatively to the 
rigid shank portion 2. 
A ‘detent or latching ‘socket ‘I is formed in the 

shank 2 towardi-ts outer end proximate the wire 
receiving sleeve 3.;It isimportant to note that 
this detent socket 1 is compressed into the ?at 
surface of the shank -,2;on the rear side thereof - 
and hence on the side opposite to that of the 
detent boss 6. Furthermore, the detent :socket 
1 is formed in the surface of the shank by a 
tool compressing action which does not extrude 
ornose the metal through (as in the case of the 
detent bosst) and hence leaves the front face 
of the shank in its original smooth and flat 
condition. .- -- I V _- -- g ' 

As an illustration of the foregoing feature, it 
will be noted in the'Fig. 1 group of views that 
the socket 1- _,is shown in» dotted lines as beingv 
compressed into-therearside surface of the 
shank, thereby preserving the original 'plane of 
surface smoothness ‘on the front face. In Figs. 
2 and V3,.the right-hand. duplicate terminal of 
Fig. 1 has its front face-turned over or reversed 
to show its rear side at the front, and thus the 
detent socket 'l'is shown'in full line form. The 
detent or latching socket ‘I is provided in the 
more or less rigidshank 2 of the terminal'outside 
the spaced de?ned by the friction hook 9, whereas 
the boss .6 is formed in the resilient clasping hook 
4 inside of its space. 7 

Next, there is shown a resilient friction hook’ 
9 carried on the shank 2 and set back, separated 
or spaced, from the *clasping book 4 a distance 
about equal to or "slightly greater than the width 
of the shank; This separation is made ‘because 

. another or a duplicate terminal ofFig. l is adapt. 
ed to be initially placed in between. the two 
hooks ill-and B (as-demonstrated in Fig. 2) pre 
liminary to pivotally plugging two'of these 'iden-' 
tically formed terminals together to make a ‘com 
plete connector. Thisfric-tion hook 9 is also 
spaced in parallel relation from the shank 2 
with aspace-therebetween just adequate to re. 
ceive under pressure the shank orbody 2 of an 
other like terminal. In other words, the two 
similar pressure hooks 4 and 9 are‘ themselves 
of a ?at ‘straight surface formation and are 
similarly spaced from the shank 2. ' 
In considering the resilient friction hook '9, 

reference also is made to Fig. 5 and Fig. vi3. ‘.It‘ 
will be noted that the “frictionI-hook .:9 is made‘ 
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integral (in this example of the invention) with 
a cam follower plate I I and together they com 
prise a U-shaped part 9, H made of flat bar 
stock. The cam follower portion II is secured 
rigidly and ?xed against ?exure on the rear side 
of the shank 2, as by brazing or soldering it 
thereon, while the friction hook 9 is mounted 
resiliently free on the front side‘ and adapted 
to ?ex in relation to the stiff shank 2 by which 
to tension and spring load itself. It is seen that 
the friction hook 9 is carried by the lower edge 
of the shank 2, whereas the clasping hook 4 is 
carried by the upper edge thereof. The rigid 
follower H is made with a; segmental camming 
edge l2 formed reversely to the camming edge 
5 of the clasping hook 4. Thus, it is noted that 
the reversely formed cams l2 and 5 are disposed 
on opposite sides of the shank 2 and in see 
mentally reversed relation. 
The resilient friction liook 9 has its inner edge 

rounded o? as at ll) in order to be symmetrical 
in appearance and construction with camming 
edge 5 of the clasping hook 4. The rounded 
edge In is not utilized as a cam but is thusly 
formed to more readily receive another terminal, 
in reverse position and angularly disposed (as in 
Fig. 2), when initially starting the operation of 
connecting two terminals together. Thus the 
rounded over edge I!) permits a pair of the dupli 
cate terminals to be placed in initial angular 
position against each other, preliminary to pivot 
ally plugging them together. 

It will now be seen that the rigid shank 2 
is provided with a pair of resilient hook means 
4, 9 and since both act under pressure they are 
sometimes similarly referred to as pressure hooks, 
although distinguishing in their particular funcm‘ 
tions. While both hooks 4 and 9 perform a fric» 
tional clasping and gripping action in connection 
with the mating or registering twin shank of an 
other terminal, nevertheless, the clasping hook 4 
in operation dissipates a portion of its spring 
loaded tension, while in contrast thereto the fric 
tion hook 9 does not do so. The description of 
the operation more fully explains the independ 
ence of this dual feature. 
The foregoing describes one terminal and since 

two are required to make a complete connector, 
the description of one suffices. Take for example, 
Figs. 2, 3 and 4, the terminal at the right is a 
duplicate of the one at the left and is simply 
turned over with its rear side placed forward. 
In joining two of the twin terminals together, 

to make a complete connector, one terminal is 
held in each hand and initially placed together 
in angular relation (Fig. 2), one transversely 

~ over the other, with their front faces toward 
each other, and with the rigid shank 2 of each 
terminal placed between the spaced resilient, 
pressure hooks 4 and 9 of the other. Next, the 
two terminals are relatively pivoted (as in Fig. 3) 
toward straight-line position, whereupon the 
alternate and reversely placed segmental cam 
ming edges begin to coact. In other words, the 
two cams 5 and [2 of one terminal engage and 
climb the same cams 5 and I2 of the other termi 
nal and continue this coaction as the two termi-‘ 
nals 2 and 2 continue their straightening motion 
advancing from Fig. 3 to Fig. 4 positions. As the 
two shanks 2 pass into the two clasping hooks 
4 and 4, and simultaneously into the two friction 
hooks 9, all four resiliently expand under tension, 
spring load themselves, and apply spring pres 
sure against the shank pair. 
As the pair of shanks 2 approach straight-line 
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6 
position (Fig. 4) ,they slide under resilient pres 
sure all the way into the four pressure hooks. 
Accordingly, each shank 2 is engaged by a clasp 
ing hook 4 as well as by a friction hook 9 and is 
also engaged by the other shank 2 in two places 
through the cooperation of hooks 4 and 9 of this 
shank. This arrangement means that the pair 
of shanks are gripped and squeezed together 
by four pressure hooks, thereby making a quad 
ruple mechanical and electrical connection. 
As the foregoing pressure engagement advances 

(from Fig. 2 to Fig. 3), the operation of the cam 
ming means enforces a compound motion (angu 
lar and longitudinal) between the shank pair, in 
that the four cams 5, l2 and 5, l2 are climbing 
each other in pairs as an incident to the reduction 
of the angular relationship of the two terminals 
approaching (Fig. 4) ?nal position. 
words, the simple pivotal causes the climbing 
cams to impart a relative longitudinal motion 
between the shank pair 2, 2 within the the four 
pressure hooks simultaneously with their pivotal 
motion. ‘ 

During such straightening travel, a very certain 
and de?nite scraping and pressure wiping action 
occurs between the four pressure hooks (4 and 9 
on each shank) which cleans all contacting sur- 4 
faces of oxide and other foreign matter to pro 
vide a virgin metallic contact surface between 
the parts. The relatively sliding shank pair 2, 2 
(advancing from Fig. 3 to Fig. 4 position) causes 1' 
the pressure hook pair 9, E! to act as blades and 
wipe off any foreign matter which would tend 
to insulate the connection. By reason of this 
feature, the electrical connection is one of low 
resistance and avoids heating. 
As the compound pivotal and longitudinal mo 

tion continues (from Fig. 3 to Fig. 4), the resil 
ient detent or latching boss 5 of each terminal 
rides on the surface of each rigid shank 2 and 
thus both bosses expand to a considerable extent 
each clasping hook 4, thereby spring loading said 
clasping hook pair 4, 4. But as each detent boss 
6 approaches the circle of each detent or latching 
socket '!-—under the simultaneous guiding action 
of the camming means 5, l2 and 5, l2--there fol 
lows a characteristic double latching detent action 
to make an effective disengageable mechanical 
joint independently of the sustained pressure 
contact'of the two friction hooks._9 establishing 
electrical connection. Thus one of the purposes 
of the quadruple camming arrangement 5, l2 and 
5, I2 is to guide simultaneously the boss pair 6 
into the socket pair I. , 
As the spring loaded detent boss pair 6 ap 

proach position to slide into registry with the 
detent socket pair 1, their tensioned registering 
action (under the resilient pressure of the spring 
loaded clasping hook pair 4) takes over the guid- . 
ing action of the camming means 5, l2 and’ 5, l2 
and completes the movement of the shank pair 2 ' 
into ?nal straight-line position (Fig. 4) . In other 
words, just as the bosses (i slide into the sockets ‘I, 
the shanks 2 and 2 snap together under the action 
of the spring loaded bosses centering themselves 
in the sockets, thereby causing the eoacting cam 
pairs 5, l2 and 5, £2 to retract (Fig. 4) and free 
themselves of engaging pressure. ' 
The foregoing latching detent action and 

simultaneous cam retraction serves to free the 
coacting camming edges 5, l2 and 5, l2 which 
previously were climbing each other under pres; 
sure and conditions the two terminals for a 
simple disconnect operation. In other Words, the 
joined terminals 2 and 2 (Fig. 4) now may be 

In other 
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disengaged by pivoting them reversely, ‘as shown 
from‘ Fig. 4 back to Figs. 3 and 2 positions, with 
out placing the camming means under engaged 
operating pressure. 

It is important to observe, that in a given size 
connector embodying the principles herein, a 
maximum area electrical contact and mechanical 
joint is provided by virtue of substantially the 
entire lengths of two engaged terminal shanks 2 
being under the engaging action of the pressure 
hooks 4, 9 and 4, 9. Furthermore, the connector 
cannot be accidently disconnected by an axial 
pull on the wiring W; only by effecting a pivotal 
action may the terminals be uncoupled and the 
electrical connection broken. 
The characteristic latching detent means 6, 1 

in pairs is effective and‘ unique, among other fea 
tures, in that the socket 1 leaves a surface plane 
which is smooth on the front face of each shank 
2, thereby tensioning and spring loading the fric 
tion hook 9 and‘ maintaining it spring loaded 
without a drop in pressure to thus establish an 
effective electrical connection; while the detent 
boss 6 stands in the form of a nose within the 
shank receiving space at the inner end 2, 4 of 
the terminal, thereby also spring loading (initi 
ally) the clasping hook 4 but subsequently per 
mitting the latter to contract and diminish its 
pressure in order to engage the boss 6 within the 
socket 1 for establishing a resiliently disengage 
able mechanical connection. _ 
Suchadual connection with its cooperating sep 

arately acting parts possesses numerous advan 
tages, in that a more perfect and lower resist 
ance electrical connection is established by the 
high pressure sustaining friction hooks 9, and 
a more perfect and higher pull-out valve mechan 
ical joint is established by the reaction and dis 
sipation of a portion of the tension in the clasp 
ing books 4. Each independent pressure hook 
4 and 9 performs its separate function more ef 
fectively than when the two functions are com 
bined into one pressure hook as in conventional 
connectors. 
The disclosure herein explains the principle of 

the invention and presents the best mode contem 
plated in applying such principle, so as to dis 
tinguish the invention from others; and there is 
particularly pointed out and claimed, the part, 
improvement or combination, which constitutes 
the invention or discovery, as understood by a 
comparison thereof with the prior art. 
This invention is presented to ?ll the need for 

a useful disconnector blade terminal. Various 
modi?cations in construction, mode of operation, 
use and method, may and often do occur to others 
skilled in the art, especially so after acquaintance 
with an invention. Accordingly, this disclosure 
is exemplary of the principles and equivalents 
without being limited to the present showing of 
the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An electrical connector comprising a shank, 

a clasping hook carried by the shank, a detent 
boss provided inside the clasping hook, a detent 
socket formed in the shank in separated rela 
tion from the clasping hook, and a friction hook 
carried by the shank, the clasping hook and the 
friction hook being spaced from the shank a dis 
tance slightly less than the thickness of the 
shank. 

2. An electrical connector comprising a ?at 
shank, a ?at clasping hook and a ?at friction 
hook disposed parallel with and spaced from the 
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?at shank a distance slightly less than the thicke 
ness‘ of said shank; said ?at hooks having their‘ 
inner ends carried by the shank in ?xedv relation 
thereto and extending from opposite-edges there 
of, their outer ends being resiliently free and: 
de?ning an entry to the aforesaid spaces formed 
between said flat hooks and the shank; a detent 
boss formed on the connector and projecting into 
the space between the ?at clasping hook and the 
shank, and a detent socket formed in the shank 
adjacent the ?at friction hook. 

3. An electrical connector formed of ?at stock‘ 
material, comprising a shank, a clasping hook 
having an inner‘ portion ?xed at one edge of the 
shank, and an outer portion resiliently free and 
de?ning an entry to a space provided between 
the shank and the clasping hook, a depression in 
dented from one side of the flat stock with the 
material thereof expanded into the space thus 
forming a detent boss within said space, and a 
depression formed into the shank from the other‘ 
side of the ?at stock providing a detent socket, 
the surface of the flat stock material being formed 
smooth on the side opposite the detent socket, the 
detent boss and detent socket being separated 
from each other on the connector and on the op~ 
posite sides of the shank. 

4. The electrical connector described in claim 3 
further modi?ed by a friction hook having an in 
ner portion thereof ?xed at the other edge of the 
shank, thus carrying the clasping hook and fric 
tion hook at opposite edges of the shank, the fric 
tion hook also having an outer portion resiliently 
free and de?ning an entry to a space left between 
the shank and said friction hook, the resiliently 
free outer portions of the clasping hook and of 
the friction hook being thus disposed in opposite 
directions to each other, and the friction hook 
being positioned adjacent the detent socket. 

5. An electrical connector comprising a flat' 
shank, a pair of ?atly formed pressure hooks sep 
arated from each other on the same side of the 
flat shank, and disposed in spaced parallel rela 
tion from said shank, thus providing a space 
between each hook and the shank; said pair of 
pressure hooks being carried on opposite edges of 
the shank, and having resiliently free portions 
disposed at opposite edges of the shank, each 
resiliently free portion de?ning an entry to the 
space between the shank and each pressure hook; 
and one-half of a latching detent means pro 
vided on the connector, including a detent boss 
provided within the space between one pressure 
hook and the shank, and a detent socket formed 

"' in the shank on the other side of said shank and 
in separated relation to the detent boss. 

6. A connector comprising twin parts, each of 
which includes a shank; and a pair of pressure 
hooks provided on one side of each shank, the 
pressure hooks being disposed in separated rela~ 
tion on the shanks, as well as being spaced par 
allel from the side surfaces of the shanks, and 
also ?xed at opposite edges of said shanks, thus 
leaving resiliently free portions at opposite edges 
‘of such shanks; whereby the twin parts are 
adapted to have their shanks placed together in 
crossing relation, each shank between the sepa 
rated pressure hooks of the other, for movement 
toward straight-line position with each other, 

' ‘Teach shank being thus moved into the pair of 
pressure hooks of they other. 

7. A connector comprising a ?at shank having 
a pressure hook at its inner end, the pressure 
hook being integral with and carried by one 
edge of the ?at shank, a separate pressure hook 
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secured to the ?at shank at a position spaced 
from the integral pressure hook; and a camming 
edge formed on each pressure hook on opposite 
sides of the ?at shank, each pressure hook being 
spaced in parallel position from the ?at shank a 
distance adapted to receive and grip the flat 
shank of another connector of identical form. 

8. An electrical connector comprising a pair 
of cooperating disengageable shanks, each of 
which has a claspving hook spaced from and on 
the same side of each shank, a detent boss 
formed within each space between the two 
shanks and the two clasping hooks, and a de 
tent socket provided in each shank in registry 
with each detent boss, whereby the two clasping 
hooks ?rst expand during engaging movement 
of the pair of shanks thereinto and subsequently 
contract to register the two detent bosses into 
the two sockets to establish a double mechanical 
joint between said shanks, and each shank also 
having a friction hook spaced from and in par 
allel relation with and on the same side of the 
shank as the clasping hook, the detent socket 
aforesaid being disposed adjacent to but outside 
of the space formed between the friction hook 
and shank, by which the two friction hooks also 
expand during engaging movement of the pair 
of shanks thereinto and remain expanded to 
apply sustained pressure contact between said 
shanks and friction hooks to establish a double 
electrical connection. 

9. The electrical connector described in claim 
8, having additional structural and functional 
features, comprising two cooperating camming 
edges of duplicate form provided on opposite 
sides of said pair of shanks, the two camming 
edges being spaced apart on each shank a dis 
tance to receive said shanks thereinbetween in 
angular position with each other, by which an 

in 

20 

initial pivotal movement of the shanks from said , 
angular position toward straight-line position 
forces the camming edges to climb each other 

10 
thereby enforcing relatively longitudinal move 
ment of the shanks on each other with a wiping 
action under pressure of the friction hooks. 

10. A connector comprising twin parts, each 
of which includes a shank; and a pair of pres 
sure hooks provided on one side of each shank, 
the pressure hooks being disposed in separated 
relation on the shanks, as well as being spaced 
parallel from the side surfaces of the shanks, 
and also ?xed at opposite edges of said shanks, 
thus leaving resiliently free hook portions at op 
posite edges of such shanks; a pair of cams car 
ried in separated relation on opposite sides of 
each shank, a detent boss disposed within the 
space between each shank and one of its pressure 
hooks, a detent socket compressed into each 
shank on the side thereof opposite the detent 
boss; the twin parts having their shanks initially 
placed together in crossing relation, each shank 
between the separated pressure hooks of the 
other, for movement toward straight-line posi 
tion with each other, and each moved into the 
pair of pressure hooks of the other; the pair of 
cams of one shank engaging the pair of cams 
on the other shank, the cams acting to guide 
the movement of the two detent bosses into the 
two detent sockets, the tensioned registration 
of the bosses and sockets acting to complete the 
movement by snapping the shanks into ?nal 
straight-line position and simultaneously re 
tracting the cams from engagement with each 
other. 
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